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The similarity between two objects can be denoted as a scalar distance between them, 
calculated by comparing the common regions with respect to all possible regions. However, 
there are many methods in computing the distance as the weights given to each region may 
differ. This article presents a collection of 35 distance coefficient measures with worked 




Given two vectors describing comparable features between two objects, the collective 
differences or dissimilarity can be denoted as a distance measure between the objects which 
can be seen as a scalar measure between the 2 objects in question (Basilevsky, 1983). 
Dissimilarity measures have been used in a number of applications where discrimination 
between objects is crucial, such as image processing (Birchfield and Tomasi, 1998), data 
mining (Rossi et al., 2006), ecological analysis (Werle et al., 2007), DNA fingerprinting (Lee 
at al., 2010), chemical analysis (Snarey et al., 1998) and handwriting analysis (Zhang and 
Srihani, 2003). 
 
The distance can correspond to the size of overlapping region (the intersecting area) between 
the objects as shown in Figure 1, denoted as “A” (number of elements in both ‘test’ and 
‘original’), “B” (number of elements in ‘original’ only), “C” (number of elements in ‘test’ 
only), “D” (number of elements in neither ‘test’ nor ‘original’). The ‘test’ and ‘original’ data 
are translated to “A”, “B”, “C”, “D” using compare function which can perform both set and 
list comparison. Set comparison uses set memberships between ‘test’ and ‘original’ data. 
This implies that set comparison may be used for unordered list. List comparison performs 
equality test for each element and only when the same datum exist for both ‘test’ and 
‘original’ data at the same subscript will it be considered to be present for both. However, a 
presence test can be used in place of equality test by passing ‘test’ and ‘original’ data through 
binarize function independently. 
 
However, there are numerous ways in computing the distance coefficients as the weights 
given to each region may differ. A common feature among different distance coefficients is 
the presence of both upper and lower boundaries signifying the highest and lowest possible 
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value. The lower boundary of a coefficient signifies complete difference (no similarity) 
between the two objects while the upper boundary of a coefficient signifies complete 
similarity (no difference). It is also important to note that the presence of upper and lower 
boundaries is not universal. For example, the lower boundary of zero is defined for Hamming 
coefficient (Hamming, 1950) but its upper boundary is infinite. 
 
This article presents a collection of 35 distance coefficient measures with worked examples: 
1. Jaccard (Jaccard, 1901, Jaccard 1908) 
2. Dice (Dice, 1945, Sorensen, 1948)  
3. Sokal and Michener (Sokal and Michener, 1958) 
4. Matching (Dunn and Everitt, 1982, Sokal and Michener, 1958) 
5. Anderberg (Anderberg, 1973) 
6. Ochiai (Ochiai, 1957) 
7. Ochiai 2 (Ochiai, 1957) 
8. First Kulcsynski (Holliday et al., 2002) 
9. Second Kulcsynski  (Holliday et al., 2002) 
10. Forbes (Forbes, 1907) 
11. Hamann (Hamann, 1961) 
12. Simpson (Fallaw, 1979) 
13. Russel and Rao (Russel and Rao, 1940) 
14. Roger and Tanimoto (Roger and Tanimoto, 1960) 
15. Sokal and Sneath (Sokal and Sneath, 1963) 
16. Sokal and Sneath 2 (Sokal and Sneath, 1963)  
17. Sokal and Sneath 3 (Sokal and Sneath, 1963)  
18. Buser (Holliday et al., 2002) 
19. Fossum (Fossum, 1966) 
20. Yule Q (Yule, 1912) 
21. Yule Y (Yule, 1912)  
22. McConnaughey (McConnaughey, 1964) 
23. Stiles (Stiles, 1923) 
24. Pearson (Ellis et al., 1993) 
25. Dennis (Dennis, 1965) 
26. Gower and Legendre (Gower and Legendre, 1986) 
27. Tulloss (Tulloss, 1997) 
28. Hamming (Hamming, 1950) 
29. Euclidean  
30. Minkowski (Basilevski, 1983) 
31. Manhattan (Krause, 1987) 
32. Canberra (Lance and William, 1966) 
33. Complement Bray and Curtis (Bray and Curtis, 1957) 
34. Cosine (Basilevski, 1983) 
35. Tanimoto (Fligner et al., 2002, Tanimoto, 1958) 
 
These codes are implemented as part of COPADS library (http://copads.sf.net) and licensed 
under Python Software Foundation License version 2. 
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Figure 1: Venn diagram illustrating the 
overlapping regions between two objects. The 
objects are listed as ‘original’ and ‘test’. ‘A’ is 
the region of intersection and region ‘D’ signifies 
elements not present in both ‘original’ and ‘test’ 
objects. 
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2. Worked Examples 
Given 3 sets of data  
 
O1 = ['C', 'D', 'E', 'F', 'G', 'H'] 
T1 = ['B', 'E', 'D', 'F', 'G', 'H'] 
 
O2 = [1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1] 
T2 = [1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1] 
 
O3 = [1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 6.0, 8.0, 9.0]  
T3 = [1.0, 2.0, 4.0, 4.0, 8.0, 9.0] 
 
Measure Set distance between O1 and T1 List distance between O2 and T2 
Jaccard 55 + 1 + 1 = 0.7143 44 + 1 + 1 = 0.6667 
Sokal and 
Michener  5 + 05 + 1 + 1 + 0 = 0.7143  4 + 04 + 1 + 1 + 0 = 0.6667 
Matching 5 + 05 + 1 + 5 + 1 = 0.4167 4 + 04 + 1 + 4 + 1 = 0.4000 
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Dice 255 + 1 + 5 + 1 = 0.8333 245 + 1 + 5 + 1 = 0.6667 
Ochiai 55 + 15 + 1 = 0.8333 44 + 14 + 1 = 0.8000 
Ochiai 2 5 × 0√6 × 6 × 1 × 1 = 0.000 4 × 0√6 × 6 × 1 × 1 = 0.000 
Anderberg 55 + 2 × 1 + 1 = 0.5555 44 + 2 × 1 + 1 = 0.5000 
First 
Kulczynski   51 + 1 = 2.5000 41 + 1 = 2.0000 
Second 
Kulczynski  55 + 1 + 55 + 1 2k  =  0.8333   44 + 1 +  44 + 1 2k  = 0.8000  
Forbes  5 × 5 + 1 + 1 + 05 + 1 ×  5 + 1 = 0.9722 4 × 4 + 1 + 1 + 04 + 1 × 4 + 1 = 0.9600 
Hamann 1 − 5 + 0 − 1 + 15 + 1 + 1 + 0 = 0.4286 4 + 0 − 1 + 14 + 1 + 1 + 0 = 0.3333 
Simpson 5min5 + 1, 5 + 1 = 0.8333 4min4 + 1, 4 + 1 = 0.8000 
Russell and 
Rao 
55 + 1 + 1 + 0 = 0.7143 44 + 1 + 1 + 0 = 0.6667 
Roger and 
Tanimoto 
5 + 05 + 2 + 2 + 0 = 0.5555 4 + 04 + 2 + 2 + 0 = 0.5000 
Sokal and 
Sneath 
55 + 2 + 2 = 0.5555 44 + 2 + 2 = 0.5000 
Sokal and 
Sneath 2 
25 + 2025 + 1 + 1 + 20 = 0.8333 24 + 2024 + 1 + 1 + 20 = 0.8000 
Sokal and 
Sneath 3 
5 + 01 + 1 = 2.5000 4 + 01 + 1 = 2.000 
Buser 5 + 0 + 55 + 0 + 5 + 1 + 1 = 0.7835 4 + 0 + 44 + 0 + 4 + 1 + 1 = 0.7500 
Fossum 5 + 1 + 1 + 05 − 0.545 + 15 + 1 = 3.9375 4 + 1 + 1 + 04 − 0.544 + 14 + 1 = 2.9400 
Yule Q  5 × 0 − 1 × 15 × 0 + 1 × 1 = −1.000 4 × 0 − 1 × 14 × 0 + 1 × 1 = −1.000 
Yule Y 5 × 0 − 1 × 15 × 0 + 1 × 1 = −1.000 4 × 0 − 1 × 14 × 0 + 1 × 1 = −1.000 
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McConnaughey 54 − 1 × 15 + 15 + 1 = 0.6667 44 − 1 × 14 + 14 + 1 = 0.6000 
Stiles log:; 7 m|0 − 1| −  72n46611 = 0.847 log:; 6 m|0 − 1| −  62n45511 = −0.0177 
Pearson 0 − 16611 = −0.1667 0 − 15511 = −0.2000 
Dennis 0 − 1766 = −0.630 0 − 1655 = −0.0816 
Gower and 
Legendre 
5 + 05 + C0.5 × 1 + 1D + 0 = 0.8333 4 + 04 + C0.5 × 1 + 1D + 0 = 0.8000 
Tulloss o< 00.301> × NOO
P 1e0.3360.301STT
U × < 0.5260.0906> = 0.8509 o< 00.301> × NOO
P 1e0.3420.301STT
U × < 0.5110.0906> = 0.8211 
Table 1: List of Coefficients for Binary Data 
 
 
Measure List distance between O2 and T3 List distance between O3 and T3 
Hamming 0 + 0 + 1 + 1 + 0 + 0 = 2 0 + 0 + 1 + 1 + 0 + 0 = 2 
Euclidean √0 + 0 + 1 + 1 + 0 + 0 =  1.4142 √0 + 0 + 1 + 4 + 0 + 0 =  2.2361 
Minkowski(3) √0 + 0 + 1 + 1 + 0 + 0p = 1.2599 √0 + 0 + 1 + 8 + 0 + 0p = 2.0801 
Manhattan 0 + 0 + 1 + 1 + 0 + 0 = 2 0 + 0 + 1 + 2 + 0 + 0 = 3 




1 − 0 + 0 + 1 + 1 + 0 + 05 + 5 = 0.8000 1 − 0 + 0 + 1 + 2 + 0 + 029 + 28 = 0.9474 
Cosine 1 + 1 + 0 + 0 + 1 + 1√5 ×  √5 = 0.8000 1 + 4 + 12 + 24 + 64 + 81√195 ×  √182 = 0.9873 
Tanimoto 1 + 1 + 0 + 0 + 1 + 15 + 5 − 4 = 0.6667 1 + 4 + 12 + 24 + 64 + 81195 + 182 − 186 = 0.9738 
Table 2: List of Coefficients for Binary and Interval Data 
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Functions for Calculating Similarity Coefficients between 2 Objects.  
 
Generally, the lower boundary of similar coefficient  
signifies complete difference (no similarity) while the upper boundary  
(if any) signifies complete similarity (no difference). 
 
In the following formulae, the following notations will be used 
    - A = found in both 'original' and 'test' 
    - B = found in 'original' only 
    - C = found in 'test' only 
    - D = not found in either 'original' or 'test' 
 
Copyright (c) Maurice H.T. Ling <mauriceling@acm.org> 
 




from copadsexceptions import DistanceInputSizeError 
 
 
def binarize(data, absent=0): 
    """ 
    Converts input data in a list of presence or absence of values. 
    For example, 
    binarize([1, 2, 0, 3, 4, 0], 0) --> [1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0] 
    binarize([1, 2, 0, 3, 4, 0], 2) --> [1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1] 
    """ 
    return [{absent: 0}.get(x, 1) for x in data] 
     
def compare(original, test, absent, cmp_type='Set'): 
    """ 
    Used for processing list-based (positional) or set-based  
    (non-positional) distance of categorical data. 
     
    @param original: list of original data 
    @param test: list of data to test against original 
    @param absent: indicator to define absent data 
    @param cmp_type: {List | Set} 
    """ 
    if cmp_type == 'Set': 
        original_only = float(len([x for x in original if x not in test])) 
        test_only = float(len([x for x in test if x not in original])) 
        both = float(len([x for x in original if x in test])) 
        return (original_only, test_only, both, 0.0) 
    if cmp_type == 'List': 
        original, test = list(original), list(test) 
        original_only, test_only, both, none = 0.0, 0.0, 0.0, 0.0 
        for i in range(len(original)): 
            if original[i] == absent and test[i] == absent: 
                none = none + 1 
            elif original[i] == test[i]:  
                both = both + 1 
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            elif original[i] <> absent and test[i] == absent: 
                original_only = original_only + 1 
            elif original[i] == absent and test[i] <> absent:  
                test_only = test_only + 1 
            else: pass 
        return (original_only, test_only, both, none) 
                
def Jaccard(original, test, absent=0, cmp_type='Set'): 
    """ 
    Jaccard coefficient for nominal or ordinal data. 
     
    Coefficient: M{A / (A + B + C)} 
     
    @param original: list of original data 
    @param test: list of data to test against original 
    @param absent: user-defined identifier for absent of region,  
        default = 0 
    @param cmp_type: {Set | List}, define whether use Set comparison  
        (non-positional) or list comparison (positional), default = Set 
    """ 
    (original, test, both, none) = compare(original, test, absent, cmp_type) 
    return both / (both + original + test) 
     
def Sokal_Michener(original, test, absent=0, cmp_type='Set'): 
    """ 
    Sokal and Michener coefficient for nominal or ordinal data. 
          
    Coefficient: M{(A + D) / (A + B + C + D)} 
         
    @param original: list of original data 
    @param test: list of data to test against original 
    @param absent: user-defined identifier for absent of region,  
        default = 0 
    @param cmp_type: {Set | List}, define whether use Set comparison  
        (non-positional) or list comparison (positional), default = Set 
    """ 
    if len(original) <> len(test):  
        raise DistanceInputSizeError("Size (length) of inputs must be \ 
                equal for Sokal & Michener's distance") 
    (original, test, both, none) = compare(original, test, absent, cmp_type) 
    return (both + none) / (original + test + both + none) 
 
def Matching(original, test, absent=0, cmp_type='Set'): 
    """ 
    Matching coefficient for nominal or ordinal data 
 
    Coefficient: M{(A + D) / (2A + B + C)} 
     
    @param original: list of original data 
    @param test: list of data to test against original 
    @param absent: user-defined identifier for absent of region,  
        default = 0 
    @param cmp_type: {Set | List}, define whether use Set comparison  
        (non-positional) or list comparison (positional), default = Set 
    """ 
    (original, test, both, none) = compare(original, test, absent, cmp_type) 
    return (both + none) / (original + both + test + both) 
 
def Dice(original, test, absent=0, cmp_type='Set'): 
    """ 
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    Dice coefficient for nominal or ordinal data. 
     
    Coefficient: M{2A / (2A + B + C)} 
     
    @param original: list of original data 
    @param test: list of data to test against original 
    @param absent: user-defined identifier for absent of region,  
        default = 0 
    @param cmp_type: {Set | List}, define whether use Set comparison  
        (non-positional) or list comparison (positional), default = Set 
    """ 
    all_region = float(len(original)) + float(len(test)) 
    (original, test, both, none) = compare(original, test, absent, cmp_type) 
    return (2 * both) / all_region 
 
def Ochiai(original, test, absent=0, cmp_type='Set'): 
    """ 
    Ochiai coefficient for nominal or ordinal data. 
     
    Coefficient: M{2A / sqrt((A + B)(A + C)))} 
     
    @param original: list of original data 
    @param test: list of data to test against original 
    @param absent: user-defined identifier for absent of region,  
        default = 0 
    @param cmp_type: {Set | List}, define whether use Set comparison  
        (non-positional) or list comparison (positional), default = Set 
    """ 
    (original, test, both, none) = compare(original, test, absent, cmp_type) 
    return both / ((both + original) * (both + test)) ** 0.5 
     
def Ochiai2(original, test, absent=0, cmp_type='Set'): 
    """ 
    Ochiai 2 coefficient for nominal or ordinal data, and requires  
    the presence of regions whereby both original and test are not  
    present. 
     
    Coefficient: M{(A * D) / sqrt((A + B)(A + C)(D + B)(D + C))} 
     
    @param original: list of original data 
    @param test: list of data to test against original 
    @param absent: user-defined identifier for absent of region,  
        default = 0 
    @param cmp_type: {Set | List}, define whether use Set comparison  
        (non-positional) or list comparison (positional), default = Set 
    """ 
    (original, test, both, none) = compare(original, test, absent, cmp_type) 
    denominator = ((both + original) * (both + test) * \ 
                  (none + original) * (none + test)) ** 0.5 
    return (both * none) / denominator 
     
def Anderberg(original, test, absent=0, cmp_type='Set'): 
    """ 
    Anderberg coefficient for nominal or ordinal data. 
     
    Coefficient: M{A / (A + 2(B + C)} 
     
    @param original: list of original data 
    @param test: list of data to test against original 
    @param absent: user-defined identifier for absent of region,  
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        default = 0 
    @param cmp_type: {Set | List}, define whether use Set comparison  
        (non-positional) or list comparison (positional), default = Set 
    """ 
    (original, test, both, none) = compare(original, test, absent, cmp_type) 
    return both / (both + 2 * (original + test)) 
     
def Kulczynski2(original, test, absent=0, cmp_type='Set'): 
    """ 
    Second Kulczynski coefficient for nominal or ordinal data. 
     
    Coefficient: M{((A / (A + B)) + (A / (A + C))) / 2} 
         
    @param original: list of original data 
    @param test: list of data to test against original 
    @param absent: user-defined identifier for absent of region,  
        default = 0 
    @param cmp_type: {Set | List}, define whether use Set comparison  
        (non-positional) or list comparison (positional), default = Set 
    """ 
    (original, test, both, none) = compare(original, test, absent, cmp_type) 
    x1 = both / (original + both) 
    x2 = both / (test + both) 
    return (x1 + x2) / 2 
 
def Kulczynski(original, test, absent=0, cmp_type='Set'): 
    """ 
    First Kulczyski coefficient for nominal or ordinal data. 
     
    Coefficient: M{A / (B + C)} 
     
    @param original: list of original data 
    @param test: list of data to test against original 
    @param absent: user-defined identifier for absent of region,  
        default = 0 
    @param cmp_type: {Set | List}, define whether use Set comparison  
        (non-positional) or list comparison (positional), default = Set 
    """ 
    (original, test, both, none) = compare(original, test, absent, cmp_type) 
    return both / (original + test) 
     
def Forbes(original, test, absent=0, cmp_type='Set'): 
    """ 
    Forbes coefficient for nominal or ordinal data. 
     
    Coefficient: M{A(A + B + C + D) / ((A + B)(A + C))} 
         
    @param original: list of original data 
    @param test: list of data to test against original 
    @param absent: user-defined identifier for absent of region,  
        default = 0 
    @param cmp_type: {Set | List}, define whether use Set comparison  
        (non-positional) or list comparison (positional), default = Set 
    """ 
    (original, test, both, none) = compare(original, test, absent, cmp_type) 
    numerator = both * (both + original + test + none) 
    denominator = (original + both) * (test + both) 
    return numerator / denominator 
     
def Hamann(original, test, absent=0, cmp_type='Set'): 
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    """ 
    Hamann coefficient for nominal or ordinal data. 
     
    Coefficient: M{((A + D) - (B + C)) / (A + B + C + D)} 
         
    @param original: list of original data 
    @param test: list of data to test against original 
    @param absent: user-defined identifier for absent of region,  
        default = 0 
    @param cmp_type: {Set | List}, define whether use Set comparison  
        (non-positional) or list comparison (positional), default = Set 
    """ 
    (original, test, both, none) = compare(original, test, absent, cmp_type) 
    numerator = (both + none) - (test + original) 
    return numerator / (original + test + both + none) 
 
def Simpson(original, test, absent=0, cmp_type='Set'): 
    """ 
    Simpson coefficient for nominal or ordinal data. 
     
    Coefficient: M{A / min(A + B, A + C)} 
         
    @param original: list of original data 
    @param test: list of data to test against original 
    @param absent: user-defined identifier for absent of region,  
        default = 0 
    @param cmp_type: {Set | List}, define whether use Set comparison  
        (non-positional) or list comparison (positional), default = Set 
    """ 
    (original, test, both, none) = compare(original, test, absent, cmp_type) 
    return both / min(both + test, both + original) 
 
def Russel_Rao(original, test, absent=0, cmp_type='Set'): 
    """ 
    Russel and Rao coefficient for nominal or ordinal data. 
     
    Coefficient: M{A / (A + B + C + D)} 
         
    @param original: list of original data 
    @param test: list of data to test against original 
    @param absent: user-defined identifier for absent of region,  
        default = 0 
    @param cmp_type: {Set | List}, define whether use Set comparison  
        (non-positional) or list comparison (positional), default = Set 
    """ 
    (original, test, both, none) = compare(original, test, absent, cmp_type) 
    return both / (original + test + both + none) 
 
def Roger_Tanimoto(original, test, absent=0, cmp_type='Set'): 
    """ 
    Roger and Tanimoto coefficient for nominal or ordinal data. 
     
    Coefficient: M{(A + D) / (A + 2B + 2C + D)} 
         
    @param original: list of original data 
    @param test: list of data to test against original 
    @param absent: user-defined identifier for absent of region,  
        default = 0 
    @param cmp_type: {Set | List}, define whether use Set comparison  
        (non-positional) or list comparison (positional), default = Set 
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    """ 
    (original, test, both, none) = compare(original, test, absent, cmp_type) 
    denominator = (2 * original) + (2 * test) + both + none 
    return (both + none) / denominator 
     
def Sokal_Sneath(original, test, absent=0, cmp_type='Set'): 
    """ 
    Sokal and Sneath coefficient for nominal or ordinal data. 
     
    Coefficient: M{A / (A + 2B + 2C)} 
         
    @param original: list of original data 
    @param test: list of data to test against original 
    @param absent: user-defined identifier for absent of region,  
        default = 0 
    @param cmp_type: {Set | List}, define whether use Set comparison  
        (non-positional) or list comparison (positional), default = Set 
    """ 
    (original, test, both, none) = compare(original, test, absent, cmp_type) 
    denominator = (2 * original) + (2 * test) + both 
    return both / denominator 
     
def Sokal_Sneath2(original, test, absent=0, cmp_type='Set'): 
    """ 
    Sokal and Sneath 2 coefficient for nominal or ordinal data. 
     
    Coefficient: M{(2A + 2D) / (2A + B + C + 2D)} 
         
    @param original: list of original data 
    @param test: list of data to test against original 
    @param absent: user-defined identifier for absent of region,  
        default = 0 
    @param cmp_type: {Set | List}, define whether use Set comparison  
        (non-positional) or list comparison (positional), default = Set 
    """ 
    (original, test, both, none) = compare(original, test, absent, cmp_type) 
    numerator = (2 * both) + (2 * none) 
    denominator = (2 * both) + original + test + (2 * none) 
    return numerator / denominator 
     
def Sokal_Sneath3(original, test, absent=0, cmp_type='Set'): 
    """ 
    Sokal and Sneath 3 coefficient for nominal or ordinal data. 
     
    Coefficient: M{(A + D) / (B + C)} 
         
    @param original: list of original data 
    @param test: list of data to test against original 
    @param absent: user-defined identifier for absent of region,  
        default = 0 
    @param cmp_type: {Set | List}, define whether use Set comparison  
        (non-positional) or list comparison (positional), default = Set 
    """ 
    (original, test, both, none) = compare(original, test, absent, cmp_type) 
    return (both + none) / (test + original) 
     
def Buser(original, test, absent=0, cmp_type='Set'): 
    """ 
    Buser coefficient (also known as Baroni-Urbani coefficient)  
    for nominal or ordinal data. 
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    Coefficient: M{(sqrt(A * D) + A) / (sqrt(A * D) + A + B + C)} 
         
    @param original: list of original data 
    @param test: list of data to test against original 
    @param absent: user-defined identifier for absent of region,  
        default = 0 
    @param cmp_type: {Set | List}, define whether use Set comparison  
        (non-positional) or list comparison (positional), default = Set 
    """ 
    (original, test, both, none) = compare(original, test, absent, cmp_type) 
    t = (both + none) ** 0.5 
    return (t + both) / (t + both + test + original) 
 
def Fossum(original, test, absent=0, cmp_type='Set'): 
    """ 
    Fossum coefficient for nominal or ordinal data. 
     
    Coefficient:  
    M{((A + B + C + D)(A - 0.5)^2) / ((A + B)(A + C))} 
         
    @param original: list of original data 
    @param test: list of data to test against original 
    @param absent: user-defined identifier for absent of region,  
        default = 0 
    @param cmp_type: {Set | List}, define whether use Set comparison  
        (non-positional) or list comparison (positional), default = Set 
    """ 
    (original, test, both, none) = compare(original, test, absent, cmp_type) 
    numerator = original + test + both + none 
    numerator = numerator * (both - 0.5) ** 2 
    return numerator / ((both + test) * (both + original)) 
     
def YuleQ(original, test, absent=0, cmp_type='Set'): 
    """ 
    Yule Q coefficient (also known as First Yule coefficient) for  
    nominal or ordinal data. 
     
    Coefficient: M{((A * D) - (B * C)) / ((A * D) + (B * C))} 
         
    @param original: list of original data 
    @param test: list of data to test against original 
    @param absent: user-defined identifier for absent of region,  
        default = 0 
    @param cmp_type: {Set | List}, define whether use Set comparison  
        (non-positional) or list comparison (positional), default = Set 
    """ 
    (original, test, both, none) = compare(original, test, absent, cmp_type) 
    numerator = (both * none) - (test * original) 
    denominator = (both * none) + (test * original) 
    return numerator / denominator 
     
def YuleY(original, test, absent=0, cmp_type='Set'): 
    """ 
    Yule Y coefficient (also known as Second Yule coefficient) for  
    nominal or ordinal data. 
     
    Coefficient:  
    M{(sqrt(A * D) - sqrt(B * C)) / (sqrt(A * D) + sqrt(B * C))} 
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    @param original: list of original data 
    @param test: list of data to test against original 
    @param absent: user-defined identifier for absent of region,  
        default = 0 
    @param cmp_type: {Set | List}, define whether use Set comparison  
        (non-positional) or list comparison (positional), default = Set 
    """ 
    (original, test, both, none) = compare(original, test, absent, cmp_type) 
    numerator = ((both * none) ** 0.5) - ((test * original) ** 0.5) 
    denominator = ((both * none) ** 0.5) + ((test * original) ** 0.5) 
    return numerator / denominator 
     
def Mcconnaughey(original, test, absent=0, cmp_type='Set'): 
    """ 
    McConnaughey coefficient for nominal or ordinal data. 
     
    Coefficient: M{(A^2 - (B * C)) / (A + B)(A + C)} 
     
    @param original: list of original data 
    @param test: list of data to test against original 
    @param absent: user-defined identifier for absent of region,  
        default = 0 
    @param cmp_type: {Set | List}, define whether use Set comparison  
        (non-positional) or list comparison (positional), default = Set 
    """ 
    (original, test, both, none) = compare(original, test, absent, cmp_type) 
    numerator = (both * both) - (original * test) 
    denominator = (both + original) * (both + test) 
    return numerator / denominator 
     
def Stiles(original, test, absent=0, cmp_type='Set'): 
    """ 
    Stiles coefficient for nominal or ordinal data. 
     
    Coefficient:  
    M{log10(((A + B + C + D)(|(A * D) - (B * C)| - ((A + B + C + D) / 2)) ^ 2)  
    / (A + B)(A + C)(B + D)(C + D))} 
         
    @param original: list of original data 
    @param test: list of data to test against original 
    @param absent: user-defined identifier for absent of region,  
        default = 0 
    @param cmp_type: {Set | List}, define whether use Set comparison  
        (non-positional) or list comparison (positional), default = Set 
    """ 
    (original, test, both, none) = compare(original, test, absent, cmp_type) 
    n = original + test + both + none 
    t = abs((both * none) - (test * original)) 
    numerator = n * ((t - (0.5 * n)) ** 2) 
    denominator = (both + original) * (both + test) * \ 
                  (none + original) * (none + test) 
    return math.log10(numerator / denominator) 
     
def Pearson(original, test, absent=0, cmp_type='Set'): 
    """ 
    Pearson coefficient for nominal or ordinal data. 
     
    Coefficient:  
    M{((A * D) - (B * C)) / (A + B)(A + C)(B + D)(C + D)} 
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    @param original: list of original data 
    @param test: list of data to test against original 
    @param absent: user-defined identifier for absent of region,  
        default = 0 
    @param cmp_type: {Set | List}, define whether use Set comparison  
        (non-positional) or list comparison (positional), default = Set 
    """ 
    (original, test, both, none) = compare(original, test, absent, cmp_type) 
    numerator = (both * none) - (test * original) 
    denominator = ((both + original) * (both + test) * \ 
                   (none + original) * (none + test)) ** 0.5 
    return numerator / denominator 
     
def Dennis(original, test, absent=0, cmp_type='Set'): 
    """ 
    Dennis coefficient for nominal or ordinal data. 
     
    Coefficient:  
    M{((A * D) - (B * C)) / (A + B + C + D)(A + B)(A + C)} 
         
    @param original: list of original data 
    @param test: list of data to test against original 
    @param absent: user-defined identifier for absent of region,  
        default = 0 
    @param cmp_type: {Set | List}, define whether use Set comparison  
        (non-positional) or list comparison (positional), default = Set 
    """ 
    (original, test, both, none) = compare(original, test, absent, cmp_type) 
    n = original + test + both + none 
    numerator = (both * none) - (test * original) 
    denominator = (n * (both + original) * (both + test)) ** 0.5 
    return numerator / denominator 
 
def Gower_Legendre(original, test, absent=0, cmp_type='Set'): 
    """ 
    Gower and Legendre coefficient for nominal or ordinal data. 
     
    Coefficient: M{(A + D) / ((0.5 * (B + C)) + A + D)} 
         
    @param original: list of original data 
    @param test: list of data to test against original 
    @param absent: user-defined identifier for absent of region,  
        default = 0 
    @param cmp_type: {Set | List}, define whether use Set comparison  
        (non-positional) or list comparison (positional), default = Set 
    """ 
    (original, test, both, none) = compare(original, test, absent, cmp_type) 
    n = original + test + both + none 
    numerator = both + none 
    denominator = (0.5 * (test + original)) + numerator 
    return numerator / denominator 
     
def Tulloss(original, test, absent=0, cmp_type='Set'): 
    """ 
    Tulloss coefficient for nominal or ordinal data. 
     
    Coefficient:  
    M{sqrt(U * S * R)} 
        - M{U = log(1 + ((min(B, C) + A) / (max(B, C) + A))) / log2} 
        - M{S = 1 / sqrt(log(2 + (min(B, C) / (A + 1))) / log2)} 
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        - M{R = log(1 + A / (A + B))log(1 + A / (A + C)) / log2log2} 
         
    @param original: list of original data 
    @param test: list of data to test against original 
    @param absent: user-defined identifier for absent of region,  
        default = 0 
    @param cmp_type: {Set | List}, define whether use Set comparison  
        (non-positional) or list comparison (positional), default = Set 
    """ 
    (original, test, both, none) = compare(original, test, absent, cmp_type) 
    U = (min(test, original) + both) / (max(test, original) + both) 
    U = math.log10(1 + U) / math.log10(2) 
    S = math.log10(2 + (min(test, original) / (both + 1))) 
    S = 1 / ((S / math.log10(2)) ** 0.5) 
    R = math.log10(1 + (both / (both + original))) 
    R = R * math.log10(1 + (both / (both + test))) 
    R = R / (math.log10(2) * math.log10(2)) 
    return (U * S * R) ** 0.5 
     
def Hamming(original, test): 
    """ 
    Hamming coefficient for ordinal data - only for positional data. 
     
    Coefficient: number of mismatches with respect to position 
     
    @param original: list of original data 
    @param test: list of data to test against original 
    """ 
    if len(original) <> len(test):  
        raise DistanceInputSizeError("Size (length) of inputs must be \ 
            equal for Hamming's distance") 
    mismatch = 0 
    for index in range(len(original)): 
        if original[index] <> test[index]: mismatch = mismatch + 1 
    return mismatch 
             
def Euclidean(original, test): 
    """ 
    Euclidean coefficient for interval or ratio data. 
     
    Coefficient: M{sqrt(S{sum}(((A + B)(i) - (A + C)(i)) ^ 2))} 
     
    euclidean(original, test) -> euclidean distance between original  
    and test. Adapted from BioPython 
     
    @param original: list of original data 
    @param test: list of data to test against original""" 
    # lightly modified from implementation by Thomas Sicheritz-Ponten. 
    # This works faster than the Numeric implementation on shorter 
    # vectors. 
    if len(original) != len(test): 
        raise DistanceInputSizeError("Size (length) of inputs must be \ 
            equal for Euclidean distance") 
    sum = 0 
    for i in range(len(original)): 
        sum = sum + (original[i] - test[i]) ** 2 
    return math.sqrt(sum) 
 
def Minkowski(original, test, power=3): 
    """ 
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    Minkowski coefficient for interval or ratio data. 
     
    Coefficient: M{power-th root(S{sum}(((A + B)(i) - (A + C)(i)) ^ power))} 
     
    Minkowski Distance is a generalized absolute form of Euclidean  
    Distance. Minkowski Distance = Euclidean Distance when power = 2 
     
    @param original: list of original data 
    @param test: list of data to test against original 
    @param power: expontential variable 
    @cmp_type power: integer""" 
    if len(original) != len(test): 
        raise DistanceInputSizeError("Size (length) of inputs must be \ 
            equal for Minkowski distance") 
    sum = 0 
    for i in range(len(original)): 
        sum = sum + abs(original[i] - test[i]) ** power 
    return sum ** (1 / float(power)) 
 
def Manhattan(original, test): 
    """ 
    Manhattan coefficient for interval or ratio data. 
     
    Coefficient: M{S{sum}(abs((A + B)(i) - (A + C)(i)))} 
     
    Manhattan Distance is also known as City Block Distance. It is  
    essentially summation of the absolute difference between each  
    element. 
 
    @see: Krause, Eugene F. 1987. Taxicab Geometry. Dover. ISBN 0-486- 
    25202-7.  
     
    @param original: list of original data 
    @param test: list of data to test against original""" 
    if len(original) != len(test): 
        raise DistanceInputSizeError("Size (length) of inputs must be \ 
            equal for Manhattan distance") 
    sum = 0 
    for i in range(len(original)): 
        sum = sum + abs(original[i] - test[i]) 
    return float(sum) 
 
def Canberra(original, test): 
    """ 
    Canberra coefficient for interval or ratio data. 
     
    Coefficient:  
    M{S{sum}(abs((A + B)(i) - (A + C)(i)) / abs((A + B)(i) + (A + C)(i)))} 
     
    @see: Lance GN and Williams WT. 1966. Computer programs for  
    hierarchical polythetic classification. Computer Journal 9: 60-64. 
     
    @param original: list of original data 
    @param test: list of data to test against original""" 
    if len(original) != len(test): 
        raise DistanceInputSizeError("Size (length) of inputs must be \ 
            equal for Canberra distance") 
    sum = 0 
    for i in range(len(original)): 
        sum = sum + (abs(original[i] - test[i]) / abs(original[i] + \ 
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            test[i])) 
    return sum 
 
def Bray_Curtis(original, test): 
    """ 
    Complement Bray and Curtis coefficient for interval or ratio data. 
    Lower boundary of Bray and Curtis coefficient represents complete 
    similarity (no difference). 
     
    Coefficient: 
    M{1 - S{sum}(abs((A + B)(i) - (A + C)(i))) /  
    (S{sum}((A + B)(i)) + S{sum}((A + C)(i)))} 
     
    @see: Bray JR and Curtis JT. 1957. An ordination of the upland  
    forest communities of S. Winconsin. Ecological Monographs 27:  
    325-349. 
     
    @param original: list of original data 
    @param test: list of data to test against original""" 
    if len(original) != len(test): 
        raise DistanceInputSizeError("Size (length) of inputs must be \ 
            equal for Bray-Curtis distance") 
    return 1 - (Manhattan(original, test) / \ 
            float(sum(original) + sum(test))) 
 
def Cosine(original, test): 
    """ 
    Cosine coefficient for interval or ratio data. 
     
    Coefficient:  
    M{S{sum}(abs((A + B)(i) * (A + C)(i))) /  
    (S{sum}((A + B) ^ 2) * S{sum}((A + C) ^ 2))} 
     
    @param original: list of original data 
    @param test: list of data to test against original""" 
    if len(original) != len(test): 
        raise DistanceInputSizeError("Size (length) of inputs must be \ 
            equal for Cosine distance") 
    original = [float(x) for x in original] 
    test = [float(x) for x in test] 
    numerator = sum([original[x] * test[x] for x in range(len(original))]) 
    denominator = sum([x * x for x in original]) ** 0.5     
    denominator = denominator * (sum([x * x for x in test]) ** 0.5) 
    return numerator / denominator 
     
def Tanimoto(original, test): 
    """ 
    Tanimoto coefficient for interval or ratio data. 
     
    Coefficient:  
    M{S{sum}(abs((A + B)(i) * (A + C)(i))) / 
    (S{sum}((A + B) ^ 2) + S{sum}((A + C) ^ 2) -  
    S{sum}(abs((A + B)(i) * (A + C)(i))))} 
     
    @param original: list of original data 
    @param test: list of data to test against original""" 
    if len(original) != len(test): 
        raise DistanceInputSizeError("Size (length) of inputs must be \ 
            equal for Cosine distance") 
    original = [float(x) for x in original] 
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    test = [float(x) for x in test] 
    numerator = sum([original[x] * test[x] for x in range(len(original))]) 
    denominator = sum([x * x for x in original])     
    denominator = denominator + (sum([x * x for x in test])) - numerator 








import objectdistance as D 
 
# for set comparison 
# 5 elements in both 
# 1 element in test 
# 1 element in original 
o1 = ['C', 'D', 'E', 'F', 'G', 'H'] 
t1 = ['B', 'E', 'D', 'F', 'G', 'H'] 
 
# for list comparison 
# 4 elements in both 
# 1 element in test 
# 1 element in original 
o2 = [1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1] 
t2 = [1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1] 
 
# for list comparison in interval/ratio measures 
o3 = [1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 6.0, 8.0, 9.0] 




    def testJaccard(self): 
        'Jaccard for set' 
        distance = D.Jaccard(o1, t1) 
        actual = 0.7143 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
         
    def testJaccard1(self): 
        'Jaccard for set (self)' 
        distance = D.Jaccard(o1, o1) 
        actual = 1.0 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
         
    def testSokal_Michener(self): 
        'Sokal and Michener for set' 
        distance = D.Sokal_Michener(o1, t1) 
        actual = 0.7143 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
         
    def testSokal_Michener1(self): 
        'Sokal and Michener for set (self)' 
        distance = D.Sokal_Michener(o1, o1) 
        actual = 1.0 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
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    def testMatching(self): 
        'Matching for set' 
        distance = D.Matching(o1, t1) 
        actual = 0.4167 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
         
    def testMatching1(self): 
        'Matching for set (self)' 
        distance = D.Matching(o1, o1) 
        actual = 0.5 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
        
    def testDice(self): 
        'Dice for set' 
        distance = D.Dice(o1, t1) 
        actual = 0.8333 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
         
    def testDice1(self): 
        'Dice for set (self)' 
        distance = D.Dice(o1, o1) 
        actual = 1.0 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
         
    def testOchiai(self): 
        'Ochiai for set' 
        distance = D.Ochiai(o1, t1) 
        actual = 0.8333 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
         
    def testOchiai_1(self): 
        'Ochiai for set (self)' 
        distance = D.Ochiai(o1, o1) 
        actual = 1.0 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
         
    def testOchiai2(self): 
        'Ochiai 2 for set' 
        distance = D.Ochiai2(o1, t1) 
        actual = 0.0000 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
     
    def testAnderberg(self): 
        'Anderberg for set' 
        distance = D.Anderberg(o1, t1) 
        actual = 0.55555 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
         
    def testAnderberg1(self): 
        'Anderberg for set (self)' 
        distance = D.Anderberg(o1, o1) 
        actual = 1.0 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
         
    def testKulczynski2(self): 
        'Kulczynski 2 for set' 
        distance = D.Kulczynski2(o1, t1) 
        actual = 0.8333 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4)   
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    def testKulczynski2_1(self): 
        'Kulczynski 2 for set (self)' 
        distance = D.Kulczynski2(o1, o1) 
        actual = 1.0 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4)   
 
    def testKulczynski(self): 
        'Kulczynski for set' 
        distance = D.Kulczynski(o1, t1) 
        actual = 2.5000 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4)  
         
    def testForbes(self): 
        'Forbes for set' 
        distance = D.Forbes(o1, t1) 
        actual = 0.9722 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
         
    def testForbes1(self): 
        'Forbes for set (self)' 
        distance = D.Forbes(o1, o1) 
        actual = 1.0 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
         
    def testHamann(self): 
        'Hamann for set' 
        distance = D.Hamann(o1, t1) 
        actual = 0.4286 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
         
    def testHamann1(self): 
        'Hamann for set (self)' 
        distance = D.Hamann(o1, o1) 
        actual = 1.0 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
         
    def testSimpson(self): 
        'Simpson for set' 
        distance = D.Simpson(o1, t1) 
        actual = 0.8333 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4)   
         
    def testSimpson1(self): 
        'Simpson for set (self)' 
        distance = D.Simpson(o1, o1) 
        actual = 1.0 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4)   
         
    def testRussel_Rao(self): 
        'Russel and Rao for set' 
        distance = D.Russel_Rao(o1, t1) 
        actual = 0.7143 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
         
    def testRussel_Rao1(self): 
        'Russel and Rao for set (self)' 
        distance = D.Russel_Rao(o1, o1) 
        actual = 1.0 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
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    def testRoger_Tanimoto(self): 
        'Roger and Tanimoto for set' 
        distance = D.Roger_Tanimoto(o1, t1) 
        actual = 0.55555 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
         
    def testRoger_Tanimoto1(self): 
        'Roger and Tanimoto for set (self)' 
        distance = D.Roger_Tanimoto(o1, o1) 
        actual = 1.0 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
         
    def testSokal_Sneath(self): 
        'Sokal and Sneath for set' 
        distance = D.Sokal_Sneath(o1, t1) 
        actual = 0.55555 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
         
    def testSokal_Sneath1(self): 
        'Sokal and Sneath for set (self)' 
        distance = D.Sokal_Sneath(o1, o1) 
        actual = 1.0 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
         
    def testSokal_Sneath2(self): 
        'Sokal and Snealth 2 for set' 
        distance = D.Sokal_Sneath2(o1, t1) 
        actual = 0.8333 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
         
    def testSokal_Sneath2_1(self): 
        'Sokal and Snealth 2 for set (self)' 
        distance = D.Sokal_Sneath2(o1, o1) 
        actual = 1.0 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
         
    def testSokal_Sneath3(self): 
        'Sokal and Snealth 3 for set' 
        distance = D.Sokal_Sneath3(o1, t1) 
        actual = 2.5000 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
         
    def testBuser(self): 
        'Buser for set' 
        distance = D.Buser(o1, t1) 
        actual = 0.7835 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4)   
         
    def testBuser1(self): 
        'Buser for set (self)' 
        distance = D.Buser(o1, o1) 
        actual = 1.0 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4)   
         
    def testFossum(self): 
        'Fossum for set' 
        distance = D.Fossum(o1, t1) 
        actual = 3.9375 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4)  
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    def testFossum1(self): 
        'Fossum for set (self)' 
        distance = D.Fossum(o1, o1) 
        actual = 5.04167 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4)  
         
    def testYuleQ(self): 
        'Yule Q for set' 
        distance = D.YuleQ(o1, t1) 
        actual = -1.0000 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
         
    def testYuleY(self): 
        'Yule Y for set' 
        distance = D.YuleY(o1, t1) 
        actual = -1.0000 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
         
    def testMcconnaughey(self): 
        'McConnaughey for set' 
        distance = D.Mcconnaughey(o1, t1) 
        actual = 0.6667 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
         
    def testMcconnaughey1(self): 
        'McConnaughey for set (self)' 
        distance = D.Mcconnaughey(o1, o1) 
        actual = 1.0 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
         
    def testStiles(self): 
        'Stiles for set' 
        distance = D.Stiles(o1, t1) 
        actual = 0.0847 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
         
    def testPearson(self): 
        'Pearson for set' 
        distance = D.Pearson(o1, t1) 
        actual = -0.1667 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
         
    def testDennis(self): 
        'Dennis for set' 
        distance = D.Dennis(o1, t1) 
        actual = -0.0630 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
         
    def testGower_Legendre(self): 
        'Gower and Legendre for set' 
        distance = D.Gower_Legendre(o1, t1) 
        actual = 0.8333 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
         
    def testGower_Legendre1(self): 
        'Gower and Legendre for set (self)' 
        distance = D.Gower_Legendre(o1, o1) 
        actual = 1.0 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
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    def testTulloss(self): 
        'Tulloss for set' 
        distance = D.Tulloss(o1, t1) 
        actual = 0.8509 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
         
    def testTulloss1(self): 
        'Tulloss for set (self)' 
        distance = D.Tulloss(o1, o1) 
        actual = 1.0 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
         
         
class testList(unittest.TestCase): 
 
    def testJaccard(self): 
        'Jaccard for list' 
        distance = D.Jaccard(o2, t2, 0, 'List') 
        actual = 0.6667 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
         
    def testSokal_Michener(self): 
        'Sokal and Michener for list' 
        distance = D.Sokal_Michener(o2, t2, 0, 'List') 
        actual = 0.6667 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
         
    def testMatching(self): 
        'Matching for list' 
        distance = D.Matching(o2, t2, 0, 'List') 
        actual = 0.4000 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
         
    def testDice(self): 
        'Dice for list' 
        distance = D.Dice(o2, t2, 0, 'List') 
        actual = 0.6667 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
         
    def testOchiai(self): 
        'Ochiai for list' 
        distance = D.Ochiai(o2, t2, 0, 'List') 
        actual = 0.8000 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
         
    def testOchiai2(self): 
        'Ochiai 2 for list' 
        distance = D.Ochiai2(o2, t2, 0, 'List') 
        actual = 0.0000 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
         
    def testAnderberg(self): 
        'Anderberg for list' 
        distance = D.Anderberg(o2, t2, 0, 'List') 
        actual = 0.5000 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
      
    def testKulczynski2(self): 
        'Kulczynski 2 for list' 
        distance = D.Kulczynski2(o2, t2, 0, 'List') 
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        actual = 0.8000 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
     
    def testKulczynski(self): 
        'Kulczynski for list' 
        distance = D.Kulczynski(o2, t2, 0, 'List') 
        actual = 2.0000 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
         
    def testForbes(self): 
        'Forbes for list' 
        distance = D.Forbes(o2, t2, 0, 'List') 
        actual = 0.9600 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
         
    def testHamann(self): 
        'Hamann for list' 
        distance = D.Hamann(o2, t2, 0, 'List') 
        actual = 0.3333 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
         
    def testSimpson(self): 
        'Simpson for list' 
        distance = D.Simpson(o2, t2, 0, 'List') 
        actual = 0.8000 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
         
    def testRussel_Rao(self): 
        'Russel and Rao for list' 
        distance = D.Russel_Rao(o2, t2, 0, 'List') 
        actual = 0.6667 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
         
    def testRoger_Tanimoto(self): 
        'Roger and Tanimoto for list' 
        distance = D.Roger_Tanimoto(o2, t2, 0, 'List') 
        actual = 0.5000 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
     
    def testSokal_Sneath(self): 
        'Sokal and Sneath for list' 
        distance = D.Sokal_Sneath(o2, t2, 0, 'List') 
        actual = 0.5000 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
     
    def testSokal_Sneath2(self): 
        'Sokal and Sneath 2 for list' 
        distance = D.Sokal_Sneath2(o2, t2, 0, 'List') 
        actual = 0.8000 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4)   
 
    def testSokal_Sneath3(self): 
        'Sokal and Sneath 3 for list' 
        distance = D.Sokal_Sneath3(o2, t2, 0, 'List') 
        actual = 2.0000 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4)   
         
    def testBuser(self): 
        'Buser for list' 
        distance = D.Buser(o2, t2, 0, 'List') 
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        actual = 0.7500 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4)   
         
    def testFossum(self): 
        'Fossum for list' 
        distance = D.Fossum(o2, t2, 0, 'List') 
        actual = 2.9400 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
     
    def testYuleQ(self): 
        'Yule Q for list' 
        distance = D.YuleQ(o2, t2, 0, 'List') 
        actual = -1.000 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
         
    def testYuleY(self): 
        'Yule Y for list' 
        distance = D.YuleY(o2, t2, 0, 'List') 
        actual = -1.000 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
         
    def testMcconnaughey(self): 
        'McConnaughey for list' 
        distance = D.Mcconnaughey(o2, t2, 0, 'List') 
        actual = 0.6000 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
         
    def testStiles(self): 
        'Stiles for list' 
        distance = D.Stiles(o2, t2, 0, 'List') 
        actual = -0.0177 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
         
    def testPearson(self): 
        'Pearson for list' 
        distance = D.Pearson(o2, t2, 0, 'List') 
        actual = -0.2000 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
         
    def testDennis(self): 
        'Dennis for list' 
        distance = D.Dennis(o2, t2, 0, 'List') 
        actual = -0.0816 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
     
    def testGower_Legendre(self): 
        'Gower and Legendre for list' 
        distance = D.Gower_Legendre(o2, t2, 0, 'List') 
        actual = 0.8000 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
         
    def testTulloss(self): 
        'Tulloss for list' 
        distance = D.Tulloss(o2, t2, 0, 'List') 
        actual = 0.8211 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
         
    def testHamming2(self): 
        'Hamming for list (Test 1)' 
        distance = D.Hamming(o2, t2) 
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        actual = 2 
        self.assertEqual(distance, actual) 
         
    def testHamming3(self): 
        'Hamming for list (Test 2)' 
        distance = D.Hamming(o3, t3) 
        actual = 2 
        self.assertEqual(distance, actual) 
     
    def testEuclidean2(self): 
        'Euclidean for list (Test 1)' 
        distance = D.Euclidean(o2, t2) 
        actual = 1.4142 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
         
    def testEuclidean3(self): 
        'Euclidean for list (Test 2)' 
        distance = D.Euclidean(o3, t3) 
        actual = 2.2361 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
      
    def testMinkowski2(self): 
        'Minkowski for list (Test 1)' 
        distance = D.Minkowski(o2, t2) 
        actual = 1.2599 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
         
    def testMinkowski3(self): 
        'Minkowski for list (Test 2)' 
        distance = D.Minkowski(o3, t3) 
        actual = 2.0801 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4)     
      
    def testManhattan2(self): 
        'Manhattan for list (Test 1)' 
        distance = D.Manhattan(o2, t2) 
        actual = 2.0 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4)    
 
    def testManhattan3(self): 
        'Manhattan for list (Test 2)' 
        distance = D.Manhattan(o3, t3) 
        actual = 3.0 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4)  
         
    def testCanberra2(self): 
        'Canberra for list (Test 1)' 
        distance = D.Canberra(o2, t2) 
        actual = 2.0 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
         
    def testCanberra3(self): 
        'Canberra for list (Test 2)' 
        distance = D.Canberra(o3, t3) 
        actual = 0.3429 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
         
    def testBray_Curtis2(self): 
        'Bray Curtis for list (Test 1)' 
        distance = D.Bray_Curtis(o2, t2) 
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        actual = 0.8000 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
         
    def testBray_Curtis3(self): 
        'Bray Curtis for list (Test 2)' 
        distance = D.Bray_Curtis(o3, t3) 
        actual = 0.9474 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4)    
         
    def testCosine2(self): 
        'Cosine for list (Test 1)' 
        distance = D.Cosine(o2, t2) 
        actual = 0.8000 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
     
    def testCosine3(self): 
        'Cosine for list (Test 2)' 
        distance = D.Cosine(o3, t3) 
        actual = 0.9873 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
         
    def testTanimoto2(self): 
        'Tanimoto for list (Test 1)' 
        distance = D.Tanimoto(o2, t2) 
        actual = 0.6667 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4) 
         
    def testTanimoto(self): 
        'Tanimoto for list (Test 2)' 
        distance = D.Tanimoto(o3, t3) 
        actual = 0.9738 
        self.assertAlmostEqual(distance, actual, places=4)   
 
 
if __name__ == '__main__': 
    unittest.main() 
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